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Weekly Highlights 
Episode 40-Wednesday, October 5th  
It was the Ken and Neil duo Show this evening, 

Mr. Grant was feeling under the weather. Steve was 
planning to join in but he'll wait until next week when 

the rhythm section can be together. It was all viewer 
requests and as always Ken is so prepared, lol. He 
scrambled to find a pen and a piece of paper to jot 
down the requests in order to make the Setlist.




Tonight's guest was Chad Richardson and it 
was a Whiskey Wednesday Show first. His 
interview was divided into four parts and it will 
be spread over two Shows. Lots to cover, it 
will be in the “Whatta ya at?” section. 


It was pretty adorable to see Jack keeping 

Mr. Grant's chair warm and he had a front row 
seat for watching Ken and Neil have their 
usual entertaining banter back-and-forth.


Episode 41-Wednesday, October 12th 
The Show started with Ken opening a bottle of Prosecco to cheer Steve being officially back 
behind a very cool kit. The Goats rhythm section is together again and it sounds great. I am 
thinking viewers were like me when you heard the drums come in on their first song, 

My Father's Ghost, we all went, “Ahh the drums are back.”


Steve chose most of the set this 
evening. It was really fun because the 
band was feeling like we do, 
anticipating what was coming next. 

Steve chose some songs we have not 
heard in a while like a Man of a 
Thousand Songs.


Ken, “I forgot to get dressed tonight” turned into a T-shirt sale

The King Is Gone…“Last night I broke the seal on a Jim Beam decanter that looks 
like Elvis.” I still can't believe we have our very own gold Elvis decanter.



Episode 42-Wednesday, October 19th 
Full band again this evening and they started off with the classic You Are My Sunshine. You 
can't help wanting to tap your foot. I agree with Ken they had a good tempo all night. Other 
musical highlights included Pet Sematary, Over You, Dollar A Day and House, a Ron classic.

  

They are excited, one more sleep and they're headed to St. John’s, Newfoundland. All evening 
Ken was sharing their plans. He will be filming from the time he wakes up until he returns. 


As usual Ken did go off on a few tangents. Tonight's hotbed topic are ridiculously expensive 
disposable razors you get from Costco. Way too much description! However, Neil did learn 

something new about those razors. 

On the topic of Neil something 
unusual happened… Ken, “I have 
just never seen you err before (guitar 
tuning),” Neil, “I know, I know I just 
can't believe it, the last time was 
1978 I believe.” Mr. Grant asked 
Neil, “What did you do then? Tell us 
more.” The band banter is always 
unexpected and entertaining.


Watch carefully Barry is using some 
groovy transitions between camera 
angles. Listen carefully Ken has the 
cutest giggle after he shows his 
Newfoundland “commercial.” 

The boys are ready, not sure how 
much sleep is going to be had.




Episode 43-Wednesday, October 26th 
The trio was ready to tell us about their trip to 

St. John’s, Ken had his “The Ship Pub” shirt on, 
my flowers looked lovely on the fireplace mantle, 
sadly the internet did not cooperate.


The boys were able to play two songs and we 
were about 10 minutes into the first segment of 
an hour long movie Ken filmed before things got 
very glitchy. We shut things down soon after.


What I was most proud of was that both of us did 
not get upset, we said, “We’re ready for next 
Wednesday’s Show.” So join us back here, same 
time, same place, hopefully a better connection.


Music is to the soul what words are to the mind! 
Balancing Music & Words




whatta ya at??? 
Episode 40-Wednesday, October 5th  
Chad Richardson, who is he? You will soon find out. Chad and Ken ended up talking for about 
three hours and Ken divided it into four parts over two Episodes.


NFT’s (Non-Fungible Tokens or does it stand for Next For Tizzard)

Chad is so knowledgeable and 
enthusiastic in his delivery that you 
can't help but want to listen and 
learn more. It is really a music 
seminar on NFT’s. Readers know 

I don't shy away from writing, I love 
being detailed. I will admit this was 
out of my league. I am going to 
highlight a few points and 
encourage you to watch. 


Let's get going, I thought I would 
use Ken's introduction, “We are 
going to start right now with Chad 
Richardson talking about stuff that 

I know nothing about.”


Chad defines in great detail NFT’s covering the concepts 
“blockchain,” “crypto philanthropy,” “smart contract,” 

 “Web3,” “ETH (Ethereum),” “burn,” and “metaverse.” 


Chad gave a concrete music example, “Back when we had 
CDs, music had three values. An ownership value because 
you owned it. An educational value because of the inlay. 
You're my age so you remember inlays were a big deal, 
you used to spend time making your inlay. You just didn't 
throw the credits on, you designed it, it was a part of who 
you were as an artist. The third value is emotional. 
Streaming came along and chopped away two of those. 
Took away the ownership value and took away the 
educational value… it left us with the emotional value, 
that's it. So NFT’s come along and it's bringing back 
everything we had and more. You have the ownership 
value because if I drop a song as an NFT I own that… 

I have the educational value again because I can bundle 
into that NFT a booklet, whatever I want. Third the 
emotional value. We have all the values back BUT there's 
new values.” You will have to watch the Episode to find out 
what’s “new.” I will entice you with this one Chad thought, 
“Fans are incentivized to be a marketing arm for you 
because I want the value of my NFT to go up… so suddenly you have an army of fans that are 
connected to you for their own self interest because as we know as humans this is very good. 
Now that is so scratching the surface. The real value for artists will be the super-fans...” 


All Together Now inlay



Chad continues, “Here is the big misconception for artists… 

the new generation of NFT music artists, there is a layer of 
kids coming in and NFT music is their first dip into the music 
industry. This is not replacing Web2, this is not replacing 
Spotify. What artists have to wrap their head around is… 
Spotify is a marketing tool it is not a revenue source. This is a 
revenue source. Using your Web3 money to push your Web2 
business. Right now people will pay $100 for a song as a NFT 
but not $.99 on iTunes because it has a different intrinsic 
value as an NFT because it is an actual thing that you own 
that other people will want… you still need those 100,000 
Spotify spins, that's your marketing arm, this (NFT) is your 
business arm.”


An interesting view on the music industry… Chad, “60,000 
songs go to Spotify a day… when we were doing it, we’re 
going to sound super old, the gate really was money… like 
you couldn't get into a studio unless you had money… the 
price of entry was so hard that you had to freaking love it and 
it had to be everything in you to keep pushing. Now anybody 
can get into the music industry in literally five minutes. Just 
because you make music doesn't give you the right to make a 
living at it. Not everybody is supposed to make it… it's 
supposed to be easier to give up then to continue.”


I'm going to share some quotes of Chad describing the NFT/
Web3 community, “I have never felt so accepted into a 
community ever in my life. In December I was old music guy, 
who everyone respects but I'm not this ‘old music guy’ now. 

I am super plugged in, my age never comes up.” AND 

“It is a community that talks to each other, that supports each 
other, that lifts each other up. The legacy artists that are 
dipping their toes into the NFT world are not looked at as hey  
old person. It's come on in, this is amazing, we will help you… 

it's like a sand bed with a million boats filled with water, 
everybody that puts a little bit of water out of their boat, the 
water rises and we all rise. Everyone is fighting for this 
industry because it's a new industry. So if your project does 
well, the industry does well, then my project will do well. So 
there is this culture where everybody is helping everybody.”


Chad addresses NFT’s and the crypto crash. “Those are two 
different things, yes they are related because they are 
currency but they are not the same thing… we are all happy 
the crash happened, if the crash hadn't happened all the 
scammers would still be here.” He added, “In the NFT world 
we joke that when the rest of the world has stopped calling it 
a scam then we know that they have caught up. We all feel 
early and lucky to be early, about two years ahead of 
everybody else.” Also shared, “While everyone is saying this 
is a scam, under the hood, every big business is moving to 
this. The Staple Center is now called the Crypto.com Arena… 
this is not going away, when you understand what it can do 
there is no way we could ever go back.”


Chad is so passionate when he speaks…



Chad, “Royalties in perpetuity, ohhh, it's the big part 

I forgot to tell you about… let's go back to the JPEG to 
make it even easier…” This is when we go sightseeing.




“So I sell a JPEG, written into the smart contract is I get 10% anytime that sells… someone 
could drop an NFT and it blow up and you are making money forever… your kids are still 
making money years later… I'm not talking about publishing royalties, Web2 royalties, I'm 
talking about royalties on the sale. The smart contract tells the blockchain what to do forever.”


Who is Chad Richardson? 

Ken jumped right in, “We grew up as very close friends back home in Newfoundland, we 
played music together, all of our bands were always together, I think we probably dated some 
of the same women (Chad’s expression was interesting). We have been close for a long time 
and then we both went on our separate journeys for a while. I went on the road for 20 years.” 

Chad interjected, “We had a similar leave Newfoundland.” 

Ken, “Yes, we left Newfoundland at the same time, 
we were in Toronto together for a while. Then you 
were out in Montreal. Suddenly you were the lead 
in Rent… that took you down to New York.”


“Royalties in perpetuity”

Chad with his brother Jody 



Loved Chad's response, “Laverne… there are 
only five people I would go to jail for, I'm not 
one of them. My mother, my ex-wife, my son, 
Laverne and my other old friend Mike.”


Ken then asked, “How do you feel at this point in your life, 
looking back on everything?”


Chad took a few seconds to gather 
his thoughts, “Most people who do 
this kind of work we all feel 16. And 
that's a bit of a head trip for us, we 
don't age the way other people do, 
creatives don't age the same way… Yeah I did go through some 
stuff. My brother Jody has a line in one of his songs that is so 
brilliant. It is only when you turn it down do you realize how loud it 
was. It's only since I turned down a lot of the chaos in my life, did I 
realize how loud the chaos was. And that there is a whole different 
life of peace that was there. Somehow I was running away from 
thinking I needed the chaos… I have a personality where I need 100 
plates spinning all at the same time or I don't feel stimulated… I had 

a drinking issue, a very bad one, I realized coming out of it, I was 
really more addicted to the chaos… I've come out of that and I feel so fortunate to have been 
given another opportunity to live. I'm just obsessed with helping and giving back now and that 
is continuously making my life more and more fulfilled.”


Ken asked, “You were home this summer and played a show with 
your old friend Adam, how was that at the Ship Inn?” Chad, “Dude, 

I have no words for that. My son had never seen me perform, that's 
what it was all about for me… For Adam and I our kids became 
buddies. One night Owen and Luca were out until 1:30 in the 
morning. Adam and I were like when are the kids coming home, so 
trippy… It felt like a victory moment to me, it felt like anything is 
possible. I think I fought my age for a long time. I don't fight it 
anymore now… I am more comfortable with who I am than I’ve ever 
been. As my son says you are weirder than you have ever been. 
That's another thing I like about the Web3 world. I have been in the 
music industry so long that I have to act professional here. But in 
Web3 I am so brand new I could be as weird as I want and that’s  
my brand. I am actually able to be myself and that's my entry point 
into this world. The person I am now is how they are first meeting 
me… I feel reborn. If you talked to me back in December you would 
have been talking to a whole different person.”






I loved how rich their conversation 
became. Ken, “Myself and Allison for four 
years now, we end every day with that. 
Everyday I sit in a chair next to her bed and 
we spend five minutes. What are you 
grateful for today? And some days are 
harder than others, I'm grateful for that 
peanut butter sandwich at lunch, it could 
be as simple as that. Or grateful that I 
talked to one of the daughters or that 
something good happened. I find doing 
that every single night before I go to bed, it 
has changed my position in the universe. 
Gratitude is an amazing thing.”


Chad, “There is a point in your life that I think is probably around 50 when it really hits you that 
you are only here once… This is the ride that I am on right now, holy shit I got to do some stuff 
not just sit on my couch. Losing my father was a big part of that. Once he was gone it annoyed 
me so much that he was just gone...I saw this TV show where this finance guy was talking… 
He was struggling over the fact he made all this money his entire life but he had not done 

anything. I traded money my entire life and 
made millions and millions, and have all 
this stuff but once I'm gone, I'm just gone. 
Creatives are a little more lucky because 
we are creating and hopefully that is going 
to last forever. You don't need to do that, it 
can be volunteering, it can be whatever. 
You have to leave something, and don't 
get me wrong, it's not like I walk around in 
this zen place all day long, just giving out 
dollar bills…I look for the moments to lift 
other people because I'll get stronger. And 
the more I lift up others the stronger I get. 
And it's something hard to figure out when 
you're young because you're just trying to 
lift yourself up.” 


“I'm not entitled to this, I've been gifted this”

“It's not like I walk around in this zen place all day” OR does he?




To round out the interview you'll have to 
watch to see how excited Chad was to 
coin a new acronym, “You know what NFT 
stands for Next For Tizzard.” Ken, “There 
we go, we'll keep talking, we will have an 
NFT rolled out by the end of the day.”


“Chad, this has been so incredible talking 
to you man. It is so nice to see you being 
so excited and I am so grateful that you 
have given me this information on 
something that I have been hearing so much about. And as I say out there it is a swamp of 
negativity about the crypto scams and the NFT bubble that bust or whatever happened. I have 
a lot of friends that run music conferences and they often have people talk about NFTs and 
cryptocurrency but I have never really had the understanding that I got from you today. That's a 
big help and it would be great if there were more people talking on this level.”


Chad I loved summarizing this interview. It was educational, entertaining and uplifting.  

I agree with two viewers comments, “Inspirational” & “Chad’s energy is infectious.”


Would you like to know another Fun Fact? The ladies next-door, Kim and Charmaine 

(Bella’s moms), regular Whiskey Wednesday viewers know them well. Chad was Charmaine’s 
Grade 12 grad date. I will remind you they moved in next door in November, 2020 and we had 
never met them before. The universe works in insanely coincidental ways!


Episode 42-Wednesday, October 19th  
This was a “feel good” conversation between colleagues and friends who share the same 
passion of music and storytelling. A true whatta ya at? This is going to be a long one and it 
starts with humour of course.


Dave, “Is the quality coming through 
OK?” Ken, “I've got perfect audio and 
you look great boy, you look great.”

Dave, “Oh geez, a little something I 
threw together.” Ken, “Dave Gunning 
you look like a bayman. Ladies and 
gentlemen we have Dave Gunning on 
the Show today. He is a friend of mine 
and an amazing musician. I will get into 
his accolades in just a minute. I realized 
during our last hang out that you are 
officially a bayman. Back home on the 
rock you’re as bayman as it comes.”’


“NFT stands for Next For Tizzard”  
I know we just had elections, Ken is not campaigning.  

Fun Fact-Ken has considered running for our town council,  
now that would be interesting! 





Ken was correct, as Dave was going by my bed he pinched my toes, (it's funny this is what 
many people do, Neil does it every night to say goodbye) and said, “You're tougher than a 
boiled owl.” I'm still not sure I understand the whole meaning. However, you are going to soon 
see why this reference to an owl is especially appropriate.


Ken, “I am going to give the audience a little 
background. I tried to do some research on you 
today. The best description I could find was on your 
YouTube channel…Dave Gunning is best defined as 
a master craftsman. Over the course of 25 years and 
11 earlier albums, the Nova Scotian folk singer/
songwriter has diligently sharpened his skills, 
developing into a poetic storyteller and emotionally 
convincing singer with few equals… Few equals 
Dave, you are on your own, you're out in the shed. 
You've got all these awards, you've been writing for 
so long, you’ve played with Stompin’ Tom, Ron 
Hynes, you play with J.P. Cormier all the time still...

I am so lucky to have become your friend and see you play on several occasions. We did have 
you up for Westben this fall and it was an amazing show and we had a great hang after.”


Now with Ken's introduction over, the interview started when 

he asked Dave, Whatta ya at? 


Dave has a new recording, The Same Storm, which is being released 
October 28th. Dave's been working with J.P. Cormier on their second 
recording together. “We have been working together since the mid-90s, 
more like hanging together and drinking beer together. His philosophy was 
we might as well get some work done.” Later in the interview his 
collaboration with J.P. Cormier is discussed in more detail.


Dave shared, “My oldest fella is in 
university and the two other little 
fellows at home here… we’re 
pretty busy at home...


J.P. Cormier



Ken asked Dave how he enjoyed his tour. “My first trip to 
Ontario since before the pandemic. Aww man it felt so 
good. I love traveling through Ontario. That's one of the 
things I learned from Stompin’ Tom is how beautiful that 
province is. A lot of Maritimers are guilty…of originally 

thinking Ontario is nothing but Toronto, Ottawa, rocks and 
trees and not much else… when I was traveling with Stompin’ Tom he said we're not going to 
take the 40this or the 40that we’re to travel the grid system, the back roads and show you how 
beautiful southern Ontario is.”


This was a great segway for Ken, 

“So you mentioned Stompin’ Tom 
and Ron Hynes, which one was 
stranger to work with?” Dave 
replied, “Working with Tom, the 
shock there was… Tom was an 
abused child growing up, he was 
basically orphaned at a young 
age. He learned to control 
everything in his environment. 
Tom was an extremely old soul. 
He was happiest when people he 
knew and he trusted were around 
him. He was terrified of 
loneliness. It was actually on the 
contract that you had to stay up 
with him until five in the morning, 
preferably to drink beer. What's 
funny about Ron, as you would 
know, Ron in many ways was a 
young soul. Ron was like a kid. 
So the Ron persona is this 
crumpsty old soul, the Ron you 
and I were lucky enough to know is 
a young kid. A child, he was playful all the time. And the fact that we got to know that side of 
Ron, the genius of Ron and the kid, hanging with him.” 




While here Dave bought a hand pub from Stirling 

(the next town over) to take back 


Interestingly Ken told me Dave played bass for Stompin’ Tom



Dave continued to share insights into this 
Canadian legend. “He was extremely smart and if 
he trusted you he’d open up. An amazing guy to 
talk to. He liked to talk about stuff that we all like 
to talk about when we were kids and had 
sleepovers. You know staring at the stars 
wondering where the universe ends (I love the 
picture Dave paints in your mind). Tom was all 
about philosophy. He studied every single form of 
religion he could get his hands on. He saw 
everything in numbers. If he saw a sentence, he 
saw the sentence as numbers. He could see 
parallels that would go back to the old Latin language. It worked better in the German language 
or French even. English has been skewed so much over the years. He had a way of reading old 
texts and seeing these common numbers occurring. He would say, Dave everybody believes 
the same thing. They just don't realize that they do because linguistics and legends and stories 
got in the way and messed everything up. It all comes from the same place.” 

Stompin’ Tom, what a wise and interesting man. I never realized.


Ken changed directions, “I have heard one rumor and I have 
heard it from several people. Maybe you can confirm or 
deny this. When Tom was doing business, like if he was 
talking to an agent or promoter he would always talk about 
Tom in the third person. Well Tom wants this and Tom wants 
that. I heard that years ago, is that a truth or a myth?” I 
wasn't sure what the response was going to be and I was 
surprised. Dave, “I don't know I never witnessed that. I did 
hear him talk business a little bit. What I did hear him say 
was I'm Tom Connors, like sometimes I hate Stompin’ Tom, 
I'm cursed by Stompin’ Tom because I'm too old to be 
“stompin” Dave. It takes the wind out of me. I've created 
this animal called  Stompin’ Tom Connors, people expect 
me to be a certain way. He was pretty winded for the first 
few shows until he got his sea legs under him again. He was 
68 when I did the tour with him. I sort of maybe heard him 
talk in the third person in that way. He realized that Tom 
Connors was a different man than Stompin’ Tom.”


Ken, “Well that must exactly be what it is. I heard that 
when he was in meetings and he was talking about the 
show he would say Stompin’ Tom really wants this and 

if you want to have Stompin’ Tom you need to have this. 

He wasn't talking about himself he was talking about 
Stompin’ Tom. I found that fascinating.”


Dave, “It's funny Ken you just reminded me of something 
he told me. On this topic of religion and numbers, he was 
working on a book that he never got to release. He told 
me he wasn't going to release it as  Stompin’ Tom 
Connors as he did his first two books.”




Dave was quick 
with his comeback, 

“Oh yeah, I was on 
my way to Sobeys.” 



Ken,“It's a great 
sounding record Dave, congratulations 
on the first vinyl. I love the artwork, I love 
the sound of it, I love your liner notes. 
Circle Of Boots is a great song and my 
favorite Horse For Sale, I just love it”


Dave then turned the 
tables and “almost” 

did his own review on 
one of Ken’s records. 


Dave, “I actually got excited to come back and listen to your new record and the power surge 
took out my… for some reason the volume control on my amplifier will only turn down, it won't 
turn up. So now it's down infinity… but I could hear your record just through the needle, I put 
my head down (shared laughter), it sounded pretty good.” Ken, “That's one way to listen to it, 
but I think a little bit of amplification helps.” Dave, “Yeah, I can't wait to hear it turned up.”


Ken, “What's coming up for you Dave?” Dave, “A few local shows, 
regional shows in support of the new recording called The Same Storm 
which was just a coincidence. J.P. and I are working on our new 
record… Christmas shows with J.P., I think we have 14 or 15 booked.”


Ken, “You have been working with J.P. for a long time. Do you find 
working with a guitar player at that level brings you up or terrifies you?” 

I laughed at Dave's response, “It brings me up but it brings him down 
(more shared laughter). In order to meet in the middle he has to dumb 
everything down and I have to bring it. It's a really fun challenge to get 
the guitars to try to sound like one guitar. And to get our voices to blend in that way as well. 
Our vocal blend tends to come easy because we have been working together for so long… 

I love working with him and traveling with him. He sends his love to you by the way Ken, he 

loves you. I was talking to him just before the interview… It's so 
comfortable traveling with him. We're such close friends.”




I just love how Ken wraps 
up an interview…


“From where I am in Ontario looking out to the East Coast, looks like you have a great set up 
out there. A good family, a good home, good writing partners, you're in a place where you can 
travel and tour when you need to. It looks like the future and current present is pretty damn 
good for Mr. Dave Gunning, eh.” Dave, “I guess the biggest thing is that the fellow stays 
healthy. They can't ignore you forever Ken. Geez I've heard this guy so much I think he's OK. 
Persistence.” Ken, “We are a persistent bunch. As we start to get into our 50s and realize we 
are still doing it, sometimes I go what the hell. Is anybody listening, but they are. Persistence is 
the key maybe.” Dave, “Maybe it's the secret.” Ken, “If it is the secret I should be hitting the 
jackpot sometime soon. 30 odd years into it.”


I thought the interview was coming to an end but 
Dave had one last story to share which led to 
another interesting discussion. Dave, “Back here 
years ago George Canyon was on a reality show 
called Nashville Star. I played guitar for him for his 
audition. Then another one of my buddies J. D. 
Fortune went on Rockstar INXS and I had helped to 
arrange a version of California Dreamin that was 
performed by the band on the show. We were all 
good friends… I go into Sobeys with my lantern. In 
the store, I would run into these old guys saying 
Jesus your brothers are doin something good. You 
should go on one of those TV shows and see if you 
can get your big break...


…I laughed to myself wondering what a show called 
Folk Idol, what would that be like. You got to smoke 
this, read Hemingway and comment very 
intelligently on the subplot, love everybody, grow 
the most hair from every orifice that you can.” 

Ken, “I think you should pitch this one out.” Dave, “Folk Idol but the thing is folksingers aren't 
really famous until they're dead. I don't want to be famous, I just want to be able to keep doing 
this.” Ken, “Well exactly, if being famous means being dead I'll aim for later.” Dave added, 
“When you are a folksinger you really don't want your big break. You just want thousands of 
little breaks all along the way.” Ken agreed, “That's exactly it, it's the little things that add up… 
There is something different about the world of folk music and authentic self music. There’s a 
good feeling to it, this grass roots thing thing, these 
little milestones that we hit are huge when you 
take the time to acknowledge them… Hopefully 
there's enough little things to make it all connect. 
Seems like you have been doing that and there 
doesn't seem to be anything slowing you down.”


These are the expressions of joy and laughter that was seen throughout the interview

Now Ken’s title is making more sense…



Ken, “We are actually going to end the Show off 
tonight… with a little video clip that I took of him. One 
of the things with Dave is his storytelling and the way 
he navigates a show. When he was at Westben I 
caught a part of one of his introductions and a song.”


The story is engaging, the song is beautiful, the 
setting is breathtaking, go watch!


See what I mean, this was a “feel good” 

whatta ya at?


It was my first time meeting Dave and 
unfortunately it was only for a few hours. I just 
feel like we are already close friends and I can't 
wait to welcome him back to our little town.


The After After Party 
As Ken mentioned after the Westben show Dave came back to our place and Ken, Dave and 
Neil sat in the kitchen and chatted. Barry joined them for an hour or so.




I often feel like a fly on the wall, lol, I am 
just around the corner and I love hearing 
mature, OK old men talk. Tonight there 
was a lot of discussion about guitars, 
Ron Hynes and Ken's record collection. 


As is becoming customary Dave spent 
the night at Neil’s Airbnb. We really do 
need to get Neil a chauffeur outfit.


The next morning they enjoyed breakfast 

at Ken and Neil’s favourite spot, 
Riverview Family Restaurant. And guess 
who joined them, our very own Whiskey 
Wednesday regular viewer Howard 
Weiss. Howard drove up from New 
Jersey to see Dave's show. 


Dave and Howard hit the road after 
breakfast. Howard did stop at Dooher’s 
Bakery (Ken's recommendation). He 
texted, “That donut was outrageously 
good!! Never had anything like it. The 
donut was light and flakey.” Dave next 
time we will introduce you to the 

Dooher donut. 




Episode 43-Wednesday, October 26th 
Ken Tizzard and Music For Goats headed to 

St. John's, Newfoundland. Here are the cast 

of characters, Ken, Neil, Mr. Grant, Steve, 

Barry, Gillian (Neil's daughter), Clara and 

Oliver (grandchildren).


Ken continuously filmed from as soon as he 
woke up Friday morning until he returned on 
Sunday night. This documentary is fantastic, 

it is just under an hour. So grab some popcorn 

and sit down to enjoy beautiful scenery, laugh a 
lot and listen to some music. With the glitches 

in tonight's episode, we'll have to wait until next 
Wednesday, November 2nd to watch.


While we're waiting for the movie debut, I have 
done a few photo collages. 







Weekend Roommates









 




The Four Sisters

A Newfoundland Breakfast  
a touton and a fish cake

Jellybean Row -The Colours of St. John’s



The Goats at Middle Cove 





Geoff and Allison are always gracious hosts 
when Ken and the Goats are in town. This time 
Ken, Mr. Grant and Barry stayed here. They 
hosted a band dinner of Mexican lasagna with 
freshly made tortillas.


The Ship Pub
















Soundcheck







The Whiskey Wednesday Show Setlists 
 
Episode 40-Wednesday, October 5th  

I love Thanksgiving it is truly about 
gathering to spend time with friends 
and family old and new. Over the 
years we have welcomed many 
visitors to our table. 


This year we again feasted on Ken’s 
turkey with Mt.Scio savoury 
dressing and many side dishes. 

He was very proud of his YouTube 
video showing how to make 
Newfoundland dressing.


Going around starting to the left of 
me: Neil; Barry, his wife is still in 
Halifax; John and Caitlyn; Bri, a 
roommate in their house (Ken has 
mentioned the girls live together in 
Peterborough); and Matthew and Cassidy. You will notice 

Mr. Grant is not here, feeling under the weather. He was 
missed, we 
can't remember 
the last time he 
was not at a 
holiday meal. 
We sent him 
two care 
packages.







Episode 41-Wednesday, October 12th 
Ken, “The Norwood Fair this weekend was a hell of a 
time. A tragedy at the end which is sad… there was a 
young girl run over at the end of the day… all kinds of 
powerful prayers and thoughts out to the family… 


…We had a really 
good time playing 
there and got to 
see that cat Steve 
Piticco. That cat is 
so cool to watch 
and he has that 
crazy ass smile. 
He looks out at the 
crowd and anyone 
he can catch to 
make eye contact 
with, then bang 
that big old 
smile… He is on 
Grammy 
nominated 
records, all kinds 
of awards, aside 
from the 
accolades, just 
watching him play 
good Lord this guy 
is ridiculous.”


“I was like oh, I didn't know there was a band on before us, oh that's a nice little amp that guy’s 
got, that’s Steve Piticco. I sat in the dressing room right next to the stage, his amp was about 

3 feet away from me, I just sat and listened to him play the whole hour, just a brilliant, brilliant 
moment.” Guess what, Ken has reached out to Steve and he is going to be a future “live” 

guest in our Broadcast Studio.


Episode 42-Wednesday, October 19th  

                  Aunty Claire          Jack & Me           Lorraine






A Steve Update… 
Steve shared his fantastic news with 
viewers on the Show and posted this 
message while in Newfoundland.

Amazing, we are all so happy for you Steve, 
Kim, the girls and Charlie.


Steve has an unusual and creative drum 

set up for the new Whiskey Wednesday 
Broadcast Studio…





Ken is correct when he said this is 
my foot pillow (we elevate my feet 
at night). The bright orange colour 
drove me crazy. The black fuzzy 

pillowcase is more rockstar.



Gear Talk… 
StompMan Single Channel Pedalboard Amp

A 50 watt guitar amp that can fit in the palm of 
your hand… this can’t possibly work properly, 
but it does, it simply sounds great… easy, 
portable pocket power…


                        Ken 

Ken is having a lot of fun making Gear Talk videos. Here are a few screenshots of his latest 
one. I have no idea what this gear does, it's just so entertaining to watch and listen to him.


“Let's do a quick unboxing, let's see if I can do it with one hand” “You have your owners manual which nobody will read”

“This little tiny pedal, you end up with this massive power block” “There is my hand, you can see how big it is”

“It's got everything you need here” “It's amazing, I'm going to try it out tonight and see what I think”



Fall leaves, pumpkins and owls oh my… 
I have merged my sunflower theme into my Autumn theme. 

I stumbled across an owl theme last year and decided to add to it. 


I love these wall stickers. 
You can take me out of the  
kindergarten classroom but 
you can't take the child out 
of me. 




Stiff Little Fingers album, “BBC Live In Concert” - Recorded 
in 1981 and early 1982 this double album captured the band 
at the height of their “young” game. Packed with favourites 
and a few lesser known tracks this album is a great snapshot 
of SLF from back in the day. The recording quality is 
absolutely amazing and the performances are spot on. 

Highly recommended for all SLF fans. 


Ken                          

Sneak Peek 
 

Wednesday, November 2nd - We're going to St. John's, NL 
(rescheduled)

Ken, the Goats and their entourage are heading to St. John's. 

Ken is going to video the whole adventure. We get to look forward 

to another entertaining Ken mini-documentary. 


Wednesday, November 9th - Viewer Request Night  
Get your requests in and we will also be having a small Broadcast 
Studio and Allison update.


Wednesday, November 16th - What does fishing have to do with music? 
Guest: Bob Izumi (Canadian professional angler & host of Bob Izumi's Real Fishing Show)

We are in for a treat tonight. Bob is a good friend to us and Ken had the pleasure of 
being on the Real Fishing Show four times. 


Wednesday, November 23rd - Westben Fall Fest-Campfire Show (rescheduled)

Guest: Melissa Payne (Singer Songwriter)

Tonight a local Peterborough treasure will share her music with us.


Wednesday, November 30th - A Guitar Legend Live In Studio 
Guest: Steve Piticco (Canadian guitarist)

From seeing him play at the Norwood Fair, Ken reached out and Steve graciously 
accepted the invitation to sit in and play during a Whiskey Wednesday Show.


The Journey of Becoming an Album 

As you can see the NL trip and the studio 
upgrades put a pause on the recording of 

the new album. 


Up Next 
Back at it now, starting with guitars in 
November. 


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadians
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angler_fisherman


The power and value of taking notes! 
First, Jay Z, he often does not write lyrics down but instead relies on just flowing in the booth. 
And Jay Z is not alone the ability to freestyle in the booth is celebrated in the world of hip-hop. 
Remember the infamous rap battle with Eminem in 8 Mile. 


Today we are going to talk about someone who does it differently, he has 5 platinum albums 
and 14 Grammys so he must be doing something right. We are talking about Kendrick Lamar. 
Not saying he can't or doesn't freestyle but he builds many of his songs around an extensive 
collection of personal notes. A lot of Kendrick’s inspiration comes from meeting people or 
traveling or exploring his old neighborhood. He says he needs to remember these things so he 
jots them down in real time instead of trying to store them in his head. In this way Kendrick is 
constantly engaged in the artistic process. He uses his notes sort of as a second brain. A 
repository not just for ideas and information but emotions as well. All of which he can draw 
upon when he is ready to write. It is worth mentioning that his notes are not always thorough.




A writer and teacher has studied Kendrick’s approach and 
he has observed the rapper uses key little words to 
trigger a memory cascade and buried emotions. He can 
spend a whole year capturing thoughts and feelings 
before figuring out how to convey them in a way that will 
resonate with his audience. Once he has done that he 
says the lyrics are easy.


We can all learn from Kendrick’s process. As we go 
through life we are constantly encountering loads of 
potential inspiration or useful information. Like you are in 
a restaurant and you see a dish cooked in a new way, or 
a colleague mentions an interesting article or you visit a 
friend's apartment and you like the decor. And yet how 
often do we come across these things and merely forget 
them a few moments later. Our minds are largely built for 
having thoughts and ideas not to store them. 


If you took notes think about the possibilities. And it 

does not matter how you go about your note taking, 
voice memos, a journal in your bag. No matter who you 
are or what you do there is so much in your life that's 
worth remembering. So many sparks of inspiration that 
could lead to a new habit, a new way of thinking or even 
a new song.


Jotting down notes is Ken's approach to songwriting. He 
is constantly writing down inspiring ideas usually on little 
scraps of paper that are left everywhere. 


I also use this approach and to keep track I use an app 
called Todoist. You know when you have an idea, you saw 

something on FB, a colleague told you something to remember, just really any obsessive 
thought you can't get rid of. This happens to me usually when I'm trying to be in the moment 
but don't want to forget. I quickly add it to Todoist and then the obsessive thought magically 
disappears. For me it's a spot for me to stick a thought. I know where it is so I feel I can return 
back to the present.

Middle Cove, Newfoundland


